Da Vinci

Objective

Da Vinci is a private sector initiative that addresses the needs of the Value Based Care Community by leveraging the HL7 FHIR platform.  Learn more.

New! Join us for the monthly public Community Roundtable.

- Fourth Wednesday of the month from 4 - 5:30 p.m. EST
- No pre-registration is required to attend. To join the meeting visit: https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/280227357 or call: +1 (646) 749-3112 Access Code: 280-227-357
- March 25 Community Roundtable: A deep dive into the Prior Auth Support (PAS) and Clinical Data Exchange (CDex) use cases, presented by:
  - Henry Meyne, Product Line Architect, Availity
  - Dave Degandi, Senior Interoperability Strategist, Cambia Health Solutions
  - David G. González, Marketing Solutions Manager, Physician Experience & Interoperability, Meditech

Informational Flyers

- Da Vinci Progress Update March 2020 flyer including use case maturity
- HIMSS20 Da Vinci in Action with clinical scenario and member use case table

Videos

- https://tinyurl.com/HL7DaVinciVideos
- Please tag, link your video content to YouTube Channel

Press Releases

- Clinical Advisory Council Press Release
- HL7 FHIR Accelerator Press Release
- Member Announcement Press Release
- Casenet Press Release

Blog Posts

- https://blog.aegis.net/fhir-testing-helps-healthcare-projects-accelerate-adoptions/
- https://www.pcp.com/Da_Vinci_Project_Poised_To_Grow

Publishing about Da Vinci PLEASE include @hl7 and #davinciproject

Da Vinci Mentions

- ONC Burden Reduction - Draft
- HIMSS19 CEO Panel and Da Vinci - Independence Newsroom

Submit Da Vinci Story for PMO Review

Artifacts

1. Use Cases
   - Clinical Data Exchange (CDex)
1. Coverage Requirements Discovery (CRD)
- Data Exchange for Quality Measures (DEQM)
- Documentation Templates and Payer Rules (DTR)
- Gaps In Care & Information
- Health Record Exchange Framework (HRex)
- Notifications (formerly known as Alerts)
- Payer Coverage Decision Exchange
- Payer Data Exchange (Pdex)
- Prior Authorization Support
- Risk Based Contract Member Identification
- Da Vinci Conference Call Sign Up Instructions
- Da Vinci Implementation Guide Credits
- Use Case Technical Artifacts
- HL7 Workgroup Participation Team
- Da Vinci Use Case Project Management

2. HL7 Processes
- Summary - HL7 process for balloting an artifact
- Join Ballot Pool Process - Instructions w/ screen shots
- Balloting
- Announcement - Non-Member Participation in HL7 International Ballots
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